Did you find Red Robin? Where? ________________________________

Can you find these things that Robin gobbled up?

☐ a musical instrument
☐ a paintbrush
☐ a polar bear
☐ a firefighter helmet
☐ 2 ladybugs
☐ 3 slices of watermelon
☐ a little red frog
☐ 5 cars
☐ a 6
☐ a tiny red screwdriver

What would your Eye See ‘Em Monster look like?
Give it some ears and a silly face and color it in!

★ Bonus – How many of the following items can you find?
Mouths _____ Apples _____ Pairs of Scissors _____
Did you find Green Irene? Where? __________________________
Can you find these things that Irene gobbled up?

☐ a cob of corn
☐ a pickle
☐ a sideways squirrel
☐ some sunglasses
☐ 2 dinosaurs
☐ 3 bunches of broccoli
☐ 4 cars
☐ a 5 dollar bill
☐ at least 6 frogs
☐ a very small drink

What would your Eye See ‘Em Monster look like?
Give it some ears and a silly face and color it in!

★ Bonus - How many of the following items can you find?
Turtles _______ Vegetables _______ Farm Animals _______
NAME ____________________________

Did you find Mel O Yellow? Where? ____________________________

Can you find these things that Mel gobbled up?

☐ a toothbrush
☐ a flashlight
☐ a sandwich
☐ a little yellow turtle
☐ sunglasses
☐ 2 musical instruments
☐ 3 airplanes
☐ the number 4
☐ 5 bananas
☐ a very small smile

What would your Eye See ‘Em Monster look like?
Give it some ears and a silly face and color it in!

⭐ Bonus - How many of the following items can you find?
Faces ____________  Birds ____________  Measuring Tools ____________
Did you find Blue Lou? Where? ________________________________
Can you find these things that Lou gobbled up?

☐ a musical instrument
☐ a dinosaur
☐ an egg
☐ a teapot
☐ a toothbrush
☐ 2 skateboards
☐ 3 astronauts
☐ 4 sea creatures
☐ the number 5
☐ a princess

What would your Eye See ‘Em Monster look like?
Give it some ears and a silly face and color it in!

⭐ Bonus - How many of the following items can you find?
Flip Flops __________ Flowers __________ Cars __________